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Abstract

Virtual try-on tasks have drawn increased attention.
Prior arts focus on tackling this task via warping clothes
and fusing the information at the pixel level with the help
of semantic segmentation. However, conducting semantic
segmentation is time-consuming and easily causes error ac-
cumulation over time. Besides, warping the information at
the pixel level instead of the feature level limits the perfor-
mance (e.g., unable to generate different views) and is un-
stable since it directly demonstrates the results even with
a misalignment. In contrast, fusing information at the fea-
ture level can be further refined by the convolution to ob-
tain the final results. Based on these assumptions, we pro-
pose a co-attention feature-remapping framework, namely
FashionMirror, that generates the try-on results according
to the driven-pose sequence in two stages. In the first stage,
we consider the source human image and the target try-on
clothes to predict the removed mask and the try-on clothing
mask, which replaces the pre-processed semantic segmen-
tation and reduces the inference time. In the second stage,
we first remove the clothes on the source human via the re-
moved mask and warp the clothing features conditioning on
the try-on clothing mask to fit the next frame human. Mean-
while, we predict the optical flows from the consecutive 2D
poses and warp the source human to the next frame at the
feature level. Then, we enhance the clothing features and
source human features in every frame to generate realistic
try-on results with spatio-temporal smoothness. Both quali-
tative and quantitative results show that FashionMirror out-
performs the state-of-the-art virtual try-on approaches.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we envisage a new shopping scenario.
Imagine that we stand in front of a fashion mirror inside
a shopping mall. The fashion mirror shows the real-time

Figure 1. Virtual try-on results in sequential poses.

virtual try-on results of the selected clothes. Therefore, we
can exhibit arbitrary poses to guide the synthesized try-on
result in the fashion mirror for viewing how suitable the gar-
ments are in multi-aspects as demonstrated in Fig. 1. To
achieve this goal, one intuitive way is to apply the single-
pose virtual try-on methods (e.g., [41]) for the first frame
and apply the sequential pose transformation (e.g., [31]) for
the following frames. However, since the clothing informa-
tion only depends on the first frame, errors may accumulate
in sequential generation. Another possible solution is to use
the multi-pose virtual try-on methods (e.g., [19]) in a frame-
by-frame manner. Nevertheless, the results of consecutive
frames may be inconsistent (i.e., flickering artifacts) since
they are generated independently.

To consider the sequential information for video-based
virtual try-on, FWGAN [10] proposes a flow-navigated
warping GAN, which (i) warps the clothing image and re-
fines the clothing texture at the pixel level, (ii) warps the
previous frame via the optical flow generated by [11], and
(iii) conducts the pre-processed semantic segmentation to
remove the clothes from the source human image. How-
ever, the performance is limited by the generated optical
flow and warping the clothes at the pixel level prohibits
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the network from generating new contents. For example,
the clothing contents in the side view cannot be obtained
from the front view. Meanwhile, fusing the refined clothes
at the pixel level easily generates unstable results (e.g., the
critical occlusion problem). For example, when the try-on
model conducts the fusion between humans with limbs in
front of the torso and warped clothes at the pixel level, the
clothes veil the limbs as the green box shown in Fig. 4.
Most previous works [38, 14, 41, 28, 9, 45, 19, 10] require
the pre-processed semantic segmentation, which is time-
consuming, and the quality of the segmentation highly af-
fects the follow-up try-on results. To reduce the time cost,
[22] proposes a parsing-free virtual try-on method. How-
ever, it cannot transfer the users’ pose to obtain the infor-
mation from different views. This is important for the real-
world try-on scenario since users usually try on the clothes
and exhibit different poses for evaluating whether the gar-
ment is suitable.

To address these issues, we propose a co-attention
feature-remapping try-on framework, namely FashionMir-
ror. Given a source human image, a target try-on cloth-
ing image, and a guiding pose sequence, the goal is to
synthesize the try-on results in sequential poses according
to the guiding pose sequence. The proposed FashionMir-
ror framework consists of two stages: (I) parsing-free co-
attention mask prediction and (II) human and clothing fea-
ture remapping. In stage (I), instead of using the semantic
body parts, FashionMirror directly leverages a co-attention
mechanism to learn the relation between consecutive human
frames and the target try-on clothes for finding the regions
related to the try-on clothes. Based on the co-attended re-
sults, FashionMirror predicts i) the removed mask, repre-
senting the clothing region that should be removed from the
source human, and ii) the target try-on clothing mask, repre-
senting the region that the target clothing should fit. In stage
(II), the goal is to synthesize the target try-on results based
on the removed and target try-on clothing masks. Since
remapping the visual information of target try-on clothes at
the pixel level suffers from different-view and unstable is-
sues as mentioned earlier, we warp the human and clothing
information at the feature level for achieving the realistic
try-on results. Specifically, the skeleton flow extraction net-
work learns the feature-level optical flows among consecu-
tive frames. By warping the current-frame human features
with the extracted feature flows, we conduct the human se-
quence generation to transfer the current-frame human to
the next pose. Furthermore, we enhance the source human
feature and the target clothing feature within every frame
for improving detailed information.

We evaluate the efficacy of the proposed FashionMir-
ror with several state-of-the-art methods on both subjec-
tive and objective experiments. The results manifest that
FashionMirror outperforms state-of-the-art methods quali-

tatively and quantitatively. The contributions are summa-
rized as follows:

• We propose a co-attention feature-remapping virtual
try-on framework, namely FashionMirror, to envisage
a new shopping scenario via synthesizing the realistic
try-on results in sequential poses with spatio-temporal
smoothness.

• The proposed parsing-free co-attention mask mecha-
nism replaces the commonly-used semantic segmenta-
tion for virtual try-on and reduces the inference time
by 42.84%.

2. Related Work
2.1. Pose-guided video generation

Various researches are proposed for the pose-guided
video generation [39, 6, 43, 46, 31, 40, 42]. For instance,
Wang et al. [39] first proposed a video-to-video synthesis
approach to tackle the incoherent problem caused by di-
rectly applying the image-based method to synthesize the
video sequence. Chan et al. [6] focused on the motion
transfer task and considered 2D pose skeleton extracted by
OpenPose [4] as the intermediate representation to sim-
plify the model. Zablotskaia et al. [43] further adopted
3D pose representation extracted by DensePose [1] to pre-
serve the detailed appearance from the source human. Ren
et al. [31] first cleaned the 2D pose representation to ob-
tain more smooth representation sequence, and proposed
a global-flow local-attention network to reassemble the in-
put features. However, directly applying pose-guided video
generation to the first try-on frame may lose detailed cloth-
ing information.

2.2. Virtual try-on

Virtual try-on methods can be categorized into two
groups, 3D-based methods [30, 13, 2, 24, 27, 36, 29] and
2D-based methods [15, 38, 18, 19, 45, 9, 14, 41, 28, 22, 8].
Since this paper aims at 2D-based methods due to the re-
quirement of the fast inference speed, we only review the
2D-based methods here.

Specifically, VITON [15] proposed a coarse-to-fine
image-based network to synthesize try-on results with
proper geometric alignment. CPVTON [38] further im-
proved VITON by replacing the hand-crafted shape-context
matching with the learnable thin-plate spline transformation
to preserve the details of clothing characteristics. However,
the network tends to be restricted from generating new con-
tents (different views) and may be unstable when trying on
the clothes via warping and fusing them with the human
image at the pixel level. ACGPN [41] further manipulated
the semantic segmentation to learn the body parts informa-
tion for dealing with the occlusion problem. Nevertheless,
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Figure 2. Training overview, which consists of two stages. Stage I (Parsing-free co-attention mask prediction) predicts the removed mask
Mr and the try-on clothing mask Mc for providing the information of the target try-on clothing shape corresponding to the source human
body shape. Stage II (Human and clothing feature remapping) extracts the pose embedding

{
pt
}N

t=1
from the guiding pose sequence{

ht
}N

t=1
in N frames via the Pose Embedding Extraction, and learns the feature flows between the consecutive frames with the Skeleton

Flow Extraction. Then, Human Sequence Generation remaps the features to generate the try-on results
{
ht
g

}N

t=1
.

these approaches are limited since they can only use for
fixed poses. [19, 45, 9] incorporated pose transformation
into the virtual try-on task. For instance, VTNCAP [45]
improved the architecture of [38] to achieve pose transfor-
mation. FashionOn [19] designed a semantic-guided image-
based network to generate the realistic virtual try-on results
with arbitrary poses. TF-TIS [8] further extended Fash-
ionOn to synthesize the suitable poses based on the user-
specified clothes. However, conducting the pre-processing
semantic segmentation is time-consuming and easily causes
error accumulation [22]. To consider the temporal infor-
mation, FWGAN [10] proposed a flow-navigated warping
GAN to tackle the video-based virtual try-on based on the
pose-guided video generation [39] and the clothes warping
module within the virtual try-on [38].

3. Proposed Method
Given a source human image hs, a target try-on clothing

image C, and a sequence of guiding pose images {ht}Nt=1

in N frames, the goal is to generate the sequential try-on
results according to the guiding pose sequence. We propose
a co-attention feature-remapping framework, called Fash-
ionMirror. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of FashionMirror,
which consists of two stages: (I) parsing-free co-attention
mask prediction and (II) human and clothing feature remap-

ping.

3.1. Parsing-free co-attention mask prediction

The information of human body parts is essential for vir-
tual try-on. It helps the model know where the target try-on
clothes should fit the source human image and capture the
dependency between bodies and clothes, e.g., folded arms
occlude the clothes on the chest area. Most state-of-the-art
virtual try-on models [38, 14, 41, 28, 9, 45, 19, 10] rely on
the semantic segmentation, which contains multiple chan-
nels with each channel representing one body part, to pro-
vide the information of the human body parts. The seman-
tic segmentation helps guide the learning of virtual try-on to
generate the results with clear spatial information. Never-
theless, pre-processing the semantic segmentation informa-
tion is time-consuming and prone to cause the accumulated
error [22]. Inspired by [20, 26], we propose a co-attention
mask network to learn the clothing-related masks, which
retains the helpful semantic information but alleviates the
efficiency issue.1

Co-attention Mask Network (CMN). Given the source hu-
man image hs and the target try-on clothing image C, CMN
jointly learns to predict the removed mask Mr and the try-

1The running time improvement is reported in Sec. 4.3.
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on clothing mask Mc, i.e.,

Mr,Mc = CMN(hs, C), (1)

where Mr,Mc ∈ [0, 1]1×W×H represent the clothing re-
gion that should be removed on hs and the target try-
on clothing shape corresponding to the source human
body shape, respectively. CMN is devised to equip two
mechanisms: single-frame and multi-frame mechanism, as
demonstrated in Fig. 3. Specifically, the single-frame mech-
anism is for the first two frames. After processing the
first two frames, CMN considers the previous two frames
and the current-frame human image to predict the next-
frame try-on clothing mask M t+1

c . Following the archi-
tecture of [20, 26], CMN adopts a siamese ResNet [16]
with first 5 layers followed by an atrous spatial pyramid
pooling (ASPP) module [7] to extract both features εh and
εc from hs and C. Then, it calculates the similarity ma-
trix S = εh

TWεc at the feature level for finding the co-
attended features between the clothing features on the hu-
man image and the clothing image, where W is a learnable
weight matrix. S is further normalized column-wise and
multiplies the clothing feature matrix εc to get the clothing
co-attention feature εcA = εcsoftmax(S). Similarly, we
multiply the human feature matrix εh to the normalized S to
get the human co-attention feature εhA = εhsoftmax(S).
As the background varies in different images, one 1×1 con-
volution is performed on εcA (or εhA) to learn how much
attention should be put on C (or hs) for adapting the varia-
tion. Next, ε′cA (or ε′hA) is concatenated with εh (or εc) as
the input of the prediction layers to generate Mr and Mc.

To calculate the difference of both Mr and Mc to their
corresponding groundtruth M̂r and M̂c, which are the cloth-
ing channel obtained from the state-of-the-art semantic seg-
mentation [12], we use the L1 distance loss (LL1

), the bi-
nary cross-entropy loss (LBCE), and the clothing patch loss
(LPatch). The overall objective function2 for training the
single-frame CMN is derived as follows.

LCMN = λL1
LL1

+ λBCELBCE + λPatchLPatch, (2)

For multi-frame CMN, the overall loss function is only
based on M t+1

c since it only predicts one output M t+1
c .

3.2. Human and clothing feature remapping

After predicting the removed clothing region from hs

and the target try-on clothing shape, we introduce the fea-
ture remapping mechanism for trying on the source human
with the guiding pose sequence. In this stage, the Pose
Embedding Extraction first simplifies the guiding pose se-
quence into the skeleton representation. Afterward, the
Skeleton Flow Extraction extracts the feature-level optical

2The details are shown in Appendix A.

Figure 3. The architecture of the Co-attention Mask Network.

flows and the selection masks based on the skeleton repre-
sentation of the consecutive frames. Furthermore, the Hu-
man Sequence Generation warps the current-frame human
to the next pose. Simultaneously, enhancing the robust fea-
tures based on the clothing features and the source human
features makes the try-on results more realistic.
Pose Embedding Extraction. The sequence of guiding
pose images {ht}Nt=1 is simplified into the 3-channel RGB
skeleton images, obtained by the state-of-the-art pose esti-
mation function PE(.) (e.g., OpenPose [3]).{

pt
}N

t=1
= PE(

{
ht
}N

t=1
), (3)

where p represents the skeleton image. Instead of using the
commonly-used 18-channel joint coordinates to represent
only body part, our pose representation is up to 137 points,
i.e., 25 points for the human body, 2×21 points for hands,
70 points for face, as pt shown in Fig. 2.
Skeleton Flow Extraction (SFE). After deriving the skele-
ton sequence, we design SFE to extract the feature-level op-
tical flow (denoted by F ) and the selection mask (denoted
by m) between the two consecutive frames t and t+ 1.

F t,mt = SFE(pt, pt+1), (4)

where F t and mt can be selected by the attentive layers as
shown in Fig. 2. F t helps the current-frame human ht warp
to ht+1, and mt ∈ [0, 1] represents whether the next-frame
information ht+1 should be obtained from ht or hs. For
extracting F t and mt, SFE first extracts the features from
pt and pt+1 separately via 5 encoded layers. Then, it de-
codes and combines the encoded features. Finally, it pays
attention to the attentive layers and calculates the correla-
tion between pt and pt+1 at the feature level to predict the
optical flow and the selection mask.

While optical flow provides a good supervision to guide
the regional spatial transformation, it is challenging to learn
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the optical flow due to the poor alignment using commonly-
used bilinear sampling with large spatial differences. To
tackle this problem, we set the model to learn the optical
flow of two frames with a slightly spatial transform, i.e.,
between consecutive frames with 0 - 2 random skip frames
in 30 fps. Besides, following the previous works [33, 32],
we conduct the Gaussian sampling instead of the bilinear
sampling to warp the features and apply the sample correct-
ness loss to guide SFE to learn efficiently. Instead of us-
ing the optical flows generated by the state-of-the-art meth-
ods [11, 21] as the groundtruth, the sample correctness loss
Lcorr is conducted via the cosine similarity µ(∗) with the
pre-trained VGG19 [35]. Equipped with the sample cor-
rectness loss, SFE learns the data-driven flows specifically
for human pose transfer and virtual try-on (as the visual-
ization shown in Fig. 5) and prevents being limited by the
performance of [11, 21].

Lcorr(h
t, F t, ht+1) =

1

N

∑
l∈Ω

exp(−
µ(εtl,F , ε

t+1
l )

µmax
l

), (5)

where εtl,F represents the feature extracted from ht via the
selected attentive layers of VGG19 at location l = (x, y)
and warped with F t. εt+1

l is the feature extracted from ht+1

at location l. µmax
l is the normalization term helping to

constraint the flow variation:

µmax
l = max

l′∈Ω
µ(εtl′ , ε

t+1
l ), (6)

where Ω is the coordinate set consisting of all N coordinates
within the feature map.
Human Sequence Generation (HSG). The HSG network
finalizes the try-on results in sequential poses, denoted by
Gh. By taking the inputs of the source human hs, the tar-
get try-on clothing image C, the pose embedding of the se-
quence {pt}Nt=1, and the help of CMN, the goal of Gh is to
generate the try-on sequence

{
ht
g

}N

t=1
.{

ht
g

}N

t=1
= Gh(h

s, C,
{
pt
}N

t=1
, CMN(

{
ht−1

}N

t=1
, C)),

(7)
where h0 is equal to hs. Specifically, HSG first masks the
clothes from the source human hs

m = hs⊗(1−Mr), where
⊗ represents pixel-wise multiplication, for preventing the
source clothes from perturbing the try-on process. Then,
Mc provides the structural information about the clothing
shape of C fitting hs. Simultaneously, we extract the fea-
tures of hs

m, ht
m

3, C, and M t+1
c for preparing the following

warping process. Let (εsm)i, (εtm)i, (εc)i, and (εMt+1
c

)i
denote the features of hs

m, ht
m, C, and M t+1

c in the ith at-
tentive layer. Here, we integrate all the information at the

3For training, we masked ht in every frame for preventing the clothing
information from perturbing the training since C and the clothes on ht are
the same one.

feature level to make the network be able to generate new
contents (different views) and can apply convolution opera-
tions to refine the results.

(εt+1
g )i = GaussianWarping((εtm)i, (F

t)i)

+ λhs(εsm)i ⊗ (mt)i

+ λci(STN(εc)i)⊗ (εMt+1
c

)i,

(8)

where (εt+1
g )i is the ith layer feature of the generated try-on

result in t + 1 frame. λhs and λci are the hyperparameters
for controlling the balance between εtm, εsm, and εc. λci

increases as the receptive field decreases since it contains
more details.

The overall objective function consists of both spatial
and temporal loss.

Ltryon = Lspatial + Ltemporal. (9)

The spatial loss guides the learning to generate high-quality
try-on results and the temporal loss teaches the smooth
clothing details variation (e.g., smooth variations in wrin-
kle structure). Lspatial can be categorized into two parts
and Ltemporal can be categorized into three parts:

Lspatial = Ls
human + Ls

clothes, (10)

Ltemporal = Lflow + Lt
human + Lt

clothes, (11)

where Lhuman and Lclothes deal with the human and cloth-
ing information, respectively. Lflow is the weighted ver-
sion of sample correctness loss Lcorr. Due to the space
constraint, please refer to Appendix A for more details.

4. Experiment
This section presents the details of the experimental

setup, i.e., dataset, implementation details, state-of-the-art
baselines, and evaluation metrics. Afterward, qualitative
and quantitative analyses are conducted with the state-of-
the-art methods. For the video examples, please refer to
https://github.com/FashionMirror/FashionMirror.

4.1. Experimental Setup

Dataset. To train and evaluate the sequential virtual try-on,
a dataset containing a sequential-pose video and a cloth-
ing image related to the human in the video is required.
However, there is no public dataset4 consisting of the re-
lated clothing image. We design the novel training process
to simplify the dataset requirement, which only needs a se-
quential poses video that can be accessed from the video

4It is worth noting that the dataset published by FWGAN [10] on the
competition website is only partial, i.e., only contains the first frame hu-
man, the related clothes, and the pose representation, without the human
frames related to the pose representation.
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Figure 4. The visual comparison within 5 baselines. The most left three columns are input sets. We show the try-on results with aux-
iliary results positioned in the right-bottom side. The auxiliary results for each baseline are [CPVTON + GFLA]: the warped clothes and
the try-on result before adopting GFLA, [ACGPN + GFLA]: the predicted semantic segmentation and the try-on result before adopt-
ing GFLA, [FashionOn]: the predicted semantic segmentation, [VTNCAP]: the warped clothes and the predicted target body shape
mask, [FWGAN]: the warped clothes and the grid mask, and [Ours]: the try-on clothing mask Mc. (Zoom in for getting clear infor-
mation.) Please refer to https://raw.githubusercontent.com/FashionMirror/FashionMirror/main/Try-on%
20results/visual_comparison.gif for having the temporal information in a browser.

generation task [43, 6, 42] via replacing the clothing image
with the clothes retrieved from the human frontal frame.
However, only the FashionVideo dataset [43] has a con-
nection to Fashion and contains high variations of humans.
Therefore, we conduct the FashionVideo dataset to train
and evaluate the proposed FashionMirror. There are 500
videos (191,684 frames) for training and 100 videos (38,838
frames) for testing with the resolution of 256 × 256.
Implementation Details. We train our network in stages.
The co-attention mask network is first trained. Then, we
train the whole model end-to-end with batch size of 4 on
two NVIDIA 2080-ti GPUs. Every iteration generates 6
frames and the consecutive frames randomly skip 0 - 2
frames in the source video to make the model learned the
variation. We apply the Adam [25] optimizer with learning
rate of 0.0001.
Baselines. We compare the proposed FashionMirror
with five baselines, including three types of virtual try-
on works, trained on the FashionVideo dataset [43]. (I)
Single-pose image-based virtual try-on: CPVTON [38] and
ACGPN [41], (II) Multi-pose image-based virtual try-on:
FashionOn [19] and VTNCAP [45], and (III) Video-based
virtual try-on: FWGAN [10]. For fairness, instead of di-
rectly comparing the single-pose image-based works with
video-based work, we first deploy the single-pose image-
based virtual try-on work and then feed the try-on result
to the video-based human generation work GFLA [31] for
transferring the poses, denoted by “+ GFLA”.5

5It is worth noting that we do not compare the proposed approach with
[14, 9, 23] since they do not release their codes.

Metrics. We evaluate the quality in terms of both
image-based evaluation metrics and video-based evalua-
tion metrics. For image results, we conduct i) Incep-
tion Score (IS) [34], measuring the image quality and di-
versity, ii) Structural Similarity (SSIM) [47], measuring
the similarity between the reconstruction results and the
groundtruth, and iii) Learned Perceptual Image Patch Simi-
larity (LPIPS) [44], measuring the perceptual similarity be-
tween the reconstruction results and the groundtruth. For
video results, we conduct Video Fréchet Inception Distance
(VFID) [17], which is used to measure visual quality and
temporal consistency. We conduct two pre-trained video
recognition CNN backbones: I3D [5] and 3D-ResNet-
18 [37] to extract both temporal and spatial features.

4.2. Qualitative Results

Fig. 4 shows the visual comparison of the proposed
method with 5 baselines in 3 challenging cases: (I) human
with no sleeve A-line dress tries on short sleeve one-piece
dress, (II) human with long sleeve bodycon dress tries on no
sleeve off-shoulder A-line dress, and (III) human with long
sleeve shift dress tries on no sleeve bodycon dress. The re-
sults of different try-on models are summarized as follows.

The FashionVideo dataset is more complicated as com-
pared with the commonly-used try-on datasets, e.g., VI-
TON [15], since the latter only contains the close-fitting
clothes. Hence, in the FashionVideo dataset, it is challeng-
ing for the try-on methods to change the clothes between
loose and tight (as the blue box shown in Fig. 4). CPV-
TON, ACGPN, and VTNCAP fail to tackle this challenge.
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As shown in case (I), CPVTON, VTNCAP, and FWGAN
perform well on warping the clothes to fit the body shape
(as shown in the auxiliary result). However, when CPV-
TON tries on the warped clothes by fusing the source hu-
man image and the warped clothes via a composition mask,
the source A-line dress worsens the result. This is due to
fusing clothes and human information at the pixel level. Be-
sides, in case (III), the warped garment for FWGAN is mis-
aligned. FWGAN further refines the try-on results at the
pixel level via the grid mask leads to unstable results. In
contrast, FashionMirror remaps the clothing information at
the feature level and avoids the artifacts.

On the other hand, the semantic segmentation guided
works (e.g., ACGPN and FashionOn) heavily rely on the
semantic segmentation. In case (I), ACGPN predicts the
bottom of the source human image as a skirt via the seman-
tic segmentation. However, to try on the one-piece dress,
ACGPN is not aware that it needs to take off the skirt and
thus leads to failure. Meanwhile, FashionOn gets a bro-
ken dress due to the broken semantic segmentation in case
(I). While in case (II), both ACGPN and FashionOn mistak-
enly synthesize the open-shoulder top (as the red box shown
in Fig. 4) due to the corresponding semantic segmentation.
In contrast, FashionMirror leverages the co-attention mask
network for efficiently predicting the removed mask and the
try-on clothing mask. For more qualitative results, please
refer to Appendix B.
Ablation Study. To verify the essential components of
FashionMirror, Fig. 5 visualizes the results, feature-level
optical flow, and selection mask of the following four
models: (I) FashionMirror, (II) FashionMirror (w/o hs

boost), which eliminates the source human feature enhance-
ment for every frame and only relies on the input source
human in the first frame, (III) FashionMirror (w/o λci ),
which fuses the clothing features without the layer weight-
ing, and (IV) FashionMirror (with multi-flow), which
applies flow prediction network to replace the STN from
the clothing feature enhancement and conducts flow predic-
tion network to source human feature enhancement to help
source human feature approach similar distribution as ht+1.

Fig. 5 demonstrates that the feature-level optical flow of
our full model concentrates on the human region of ht

g and
synthesizes more detailed results, especially the facial re-
gion. When FashionMirror eliminates hs, the optical flow
loses the focus to the specific human region and puts the
effort on the whole image. While FashionMirror conducts
multiple flows, the flow of ht is perturbed by the other two
flows and becomes partially strip, making the try-on result
unstable. As for the selection mask, it is highly different
within the four models. The selection mask distribution of
our full model with and without λci are similar. However,
the former is more confident than the latter, manifesting that
the selection mask with λci is more confident about where

Figure 5. The visualization of the ablation study.

the feature should be extracted and synthesizes more realis-
tic results. The selection mask of multi-flow FashionMirror
contains the evident human region and remaps the human
features with the average contribution from ht−1 and hs.
However, ht must contain more features from ht−1 and less
features from hs. The average selection mask makes the
result of multi-flow FashionMirror far from realistic. The
selection mask of FashionMirror w/o hs does not demon-
strate any difference since the model without hs does not
need to select where the features should be taken.

4.3. Quantitative Results

To evaluate the reconstruction results6, we randomly
synthesize 2000 video clips from the test dataset while
each video clip contains 20 frames. Table 1 compares the
proposed FashionMirror with baselines in terms of image-
based and video-based evaluation metrics, i.e., IS, SSIM,
LPIPS and VFID. First, the difference of score distribution
between image-based and video-based evaluation metrics
is interesting. While FashionOn gets better or competitive
scores than that of ACGPN + GFLA in image-based met-
rics, FashionOn gets worse scores in video-based metrics
since the temporal coherence of FashionOn is worse. Fash-
ionMirror outperforms all the other baselines and the abla-
tion models within both image-based and video-based eval-
uation metrics, demonstrating the highest visual quality and
temporal coherence. It is worth discussing that FashionOn
gets the highest IS score, but it does not synthesize the high-
est visual quality as shown in Fig. 4 and in the user study.
Since IS evaluates the image quality based on ImageNet, it
cannot well measure the details for try-on datasets [9].
User Study. We conduct a user study with 120 volunteers
to evaluate visual quality. We randomly sample 13 input
sets containing a source human, try-on clothes, and a pose

6Each reconstruction result is synthesized by a source human (masked
the clothing region), a target garment (the same one on the source hu-
man), and a target pose sequence. Therefore, there are the corresponding
groundtruths for the reconstruction results.
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Table 1. Quantitative comparison on the test dataset with image-based metrics and video-based metrics.

Method
CPVTON ACGPN

VTNCAP
FashionOn

FWGAN Oursf Oursh
s

Oursλci Ours
+GFLA +GFLA (Gr)

IS↑ 1.355 2.219 2.134 2.388 2.290 2.290 2.177 2.187 2.234
± 0.009 ± 0.026 ± 0.030 ± 0.040 ± 0.028 ± 0.022 ± 0.027 ± 0.038 ±0.035

SSIM↑ 0.815 0.864 0.877 0.889 0.907 0.887 0.906 0.919 0.923
LPIPS↓ 0.228 0.109 0.119 0.111 0.074 0.092 0.073 0.060 0.057

VFID↓
I3D 5.499 4.809 10.182 9.622 7.961 5.226 4.593 3.141 3.097
3D-

5.615 1.543 7.496 3.802 2.902 1.551 1.690 1.206 1.033
ResNet

NOTE: Oursf denotes ours with multi-flow, Oursh
s

denotes ours w/o hs boost, and Oursλci denotes ours w/o λci .

Table 2. Results of user study.

Method Same Different AverageCtype Ctype
CPVTON + GFLA 5.28% 9.50% 8.53%
ACGPN + GFLA 21.67% 23.92% 23.40%
FashionOn (Gr) 4.17% 5.83% 5.45%
VTNCAP 1.39% 2.50% 2.24%
FWGAN 13.33% 5.92% 7.63%
FashionMirror (Ours) 54.17% 52.33% 52.76%

sequence of the length between 20 to 150 frames from the
test dataset. Volunteers are first shown with 6 videos at a
time (synthesized by the five baselines and FashionMirror
with the same inputs) and then requested to choose the most
realistic try-on result in the desired pose sequence. The
baselines can be categorized into three types: (I) Single-
pose image-based virtual try-on: CPVTON and ACGPN,
(II) Multi-pose image-based virtual try-on: FashionOn and
VTNCAP, and (III) Video-based virtual try-on: FWGAN.

Table 2 summarizes the results. FashionMirror gets
52.76% of votes (823 votes) while five baselines in total
get 47.24% of votes (737 votes), which verifies that Fash-
ionMirror outperforms the baselines and synthesizes real-
istic try-on results with spatio-temporal smoothness. The
results manifest that the type (I) virtual try-on work coop-
erating with the video-based pose transform work is better
to tackle the video-based virtual try-on task than the type
(II) virtual try-on work because the type (II) work does
not contain the coherent information. To further analyze
the results, we separate the results according to the cloth-
ing type correlation between source human and the target
try-on clothes, i.e., the same clothing type (Same Ctype)
and different clothing types (Different Ctype). The result
shows that FashionMirror outperforms all the baselines re-
gardless of the clothing type correlation. FWGAN outper-
forms CPVTON + GFLA for the same clothing type try-on
but is worse than CPVTON + GFLA for different clothing
types. This is because tackling the different clothing types is
more challenging. Though the clothing warping mechanism
of CPVTON and FWGAN are both warping and fusing the
clothing information at the pixel level, FWGAN would lead
to more unstable results since it operates every frame.

Runtime. Since the proposed CMN (Sec. 3.1) aims to re-
place the commonly-used pre-processed semantic segmen-
tation [12], which is time-consuming and easily causes er-
ror accumulation, we report the running time comparison
to verify the efficacy of our co-attention mask network.
Specifically, we randomly sample 40,000 input sets to re-
port the average runtime for the co-attention mask network
and the semantic segmentation with one NVIDIA 2080-ti
GPU. The co-attention mask network costs 0.1983 sec on
average, and the semantic segmentation costs 0.3469 sec.
The runtime ratio of the co-attention mask prediction to
the semantic segmentation is 57.16%, which shows that the
novel co-attention mask network efficiently speeds up the
virtual try-on process. For the runtime comparison within
the whole try-on model, please refer to Appendix C.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a co-attention feature-remapping

framework, namely FashionMirror, to synthesize the real-
istic virtual try-on results in sequential poses. We design a
co-attention mask mechanism to maintain the advantage of
semantic segmentation for virtual try-on (providing the re-
gion information of clothes), and reduce the inference time
by 42.84%. Afterward, FashionMirror extracts the feature
flows from consecutive frames to warp the current-frame
human feature to the next pose with the source human and
clothing feature enhancement within every frame to achieve
realistic results. Experiments manifest that FashionMirror
surpasses the state-of-the-art virtual try-on works both qual-
itatively and quantitatively. In the future, we plan to go to-
wards the real-world shopping scenario and tackle the high-
resolution virtual try-on task.
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